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the growing crystal with its simple expression
in numerical symbols; and by a clear state-
ment of the general reciprocal relation which
exists between the polar elements of Gold-
schmidt and the linear elements of Miller.
The systematic description of crystal forms

follows conventional lines, the concept of
hemihedrism being used throughout to classify
the various symmetry classes within each
system. Chapters on twinning and on crystal
drawing from gnomonic projection complete
the author's text. A final chapter contains
extracts from various American crystallo-
,graphic publications which illustrate to the
student the methods of procedure required for
several varieties of crystallographic investiga-
tion. These extracts seem on the whole of
doubtful value to the class of students for
whom the book is primarily intended.
The illustrations include gnomonic pro-

jections of the holohedral class of each system.
The crystal figures have suffered severely at
the hands of tlhe printer; a great number,
nearly one third it seemed on a rapid estimate,
are set skew on the page; figures 25 and 206
are inverted; and figure 161 is obscure. The
text is free from such obvious results of care-
less proof-reading.

CHARLES PALACIHE

Industrial and Commercial Geography. By
J. RuSSELL SMITH. New York, Henry Holt
& Co. 1913. Pp. xi + 914. 6 X 8i inches.
Price $4.
The complex field of interests in which the

student of industrial and commercial geog-
raphy works, involves many matters whieh are
not geographic, and many pitfalls are laid for
the geographer who sets venturesome feet
across its borders. Professor Smith has some
freedom in working this field, since he comes
to it as an economist, rather than as a geog-
rapher, and he has chosen "to in-terpret the
earth in terms of its usefulness to humanity.
And since the primary interest isbhumanity
rather than parts of the earth's surface, the
book deals with the human activities as af-
fected by the earth, rather than with parts of
the earth as they affect human activities."

Thus the author frankly states his point of
view, and as honestly does he carry it out
through the 900 pages which follow. So the
geographer has but one protest to make, and
that is as to the choice of title. The work
should have been called "A Text-book of In-
dustry and Commerce" and it is in recogni-
tion of this point of view and purpose of the
work, that this review is written.
The book is divided into two parts, Indus-

trial Geography and Commercial Geography.
In the first part there are essays on the chang-
ing forces in our environment; the place and
nature of agriculture; on various industries
and the commodities produced by them; on
the fundamentals of manufacture; on the
mineral industries and on the expansion
of industries and resources. The second
part of the book is given over to a statement
of the principles underlying commerce; then
to a sketch of the great highways of commerce,
including the ocean, and trade routes of the
various continents. The last four chapters
are on the trade center; the balance of trade;
and geographic influences in the commercial
policy of nations.
The book makes interesting reading. One

must admire the wealth of interacting rela-
tions presented by the author, even though he
must at times take issue with the statement
of fact or interpretation of the phenomena dis-
cussed. The style is frank and easy, often al-
most colloquial, quite unlike the usual text-
book. In fact it will be criticized on this point
as at times diffuse and in need of condensa-
tion.
Of course errors are bound to creep into any

book. The most careful proof-reading will not
avail against errors. But there are so many
errors in this first edition as to make it seem
that parts of it were overlooked in the proof
reading. In the interest of accuracy it will be
fair to call attention to some errors and inac-
curacies. The author states, p. 46, that it is
too cold for winter wheat north of Nebraska.
Yet the record yield of wheat in America is
held in eastern -Montana, and with winter
wheat. On p. 63 a wrong addition is made in
footing up the world's wheat production; p. 75
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the sense is spoiled by using run for rim; p. 92
the statement is made that corn has no gluten;
p. 105 Austria is said to be in the Baltic basin;
p. 106 Chile is given just one climate, the
iMediterranean. and is said not to be hospitable
to the potato, the country in which the potato
originated; p. 119 Japan is credited with one
sixth of her land under cultivation. The
Japanese are much more modest in reporting
the arable area; pp. 288 ff coffee, tea and cacao
are treated as coindinents; p. 292 ff San- Do-
mingo is wrongly used as the name of a coun-
try; p. 293 a wrong date is given for the aboli-
tion of slavery in Brazil; p. 296 Havre is
given as the world's greatest coffee market;
p. 307 diacritical marks are omitted fronm the
Portuguese form of St. Thomias; p. 330 ff
,ilagic does duty for pelagic; p. 375 Aladeria
for Mladeira; p. 378ff the final letter is
omitted from Pittsburgh; p. 378 steamboats
are given credit for plying to Minneapolis; p.
403 has the great falls of Iguazu on the Parana
River; p. 441 the form Austro-Hungary is
uased, and in another place Austro for Austria;
p. 449 Estremaduro for Estramadura; p. 454
states that the Philippine forests belong to the
United States government; p. 454 the Philip-
pines are stated as " tree poor," an astonishing
statemenit; p. 445 the tropical cedar used in
making cigar boxes is said also to be used in
making lead pencils; p. 493 we learn that
4" wool is covered with minute scales, whereas
hair is smiooth"; p. 584 Spain, etc., given
credit as the source of most of our sulfur
-supply; p. 617 "'plate glass . . . passe(d between
rollers which give it the beautiful smooth sur-
face"; p. 619 "the ancients were better artifi-
hers in copper than are the moderns "; p. 627
aniuminuin is said to be a more efficient " trans-
mitter">? of electricity than is copper; p. 637 a
legeind says " silver production is unutsual in
that it does not inerease." The graph above
the legend shows an iinerease from 72 to 220 in
the period covered.

Th1ere are many examnples of inaccuracy
whichl may be due to loose writing. Such, for
example, as p. 172. where the whole Parana
valley is imiade a sheep district like that in
Australia; p. 285 vacuumn pans are used be-

cause there is less danger of burning; p. 311
vanilla " is an orchid-like vine "--but why
continue? There are scores of these faults,
little and big, which should: not have gone out
even in a first edition.
Such errors, while a serious blemish, are not

permanent handicaps. Careful editing may
remove them. The spirit of the author is so
good, his interpretations so suggestive, that
when a revision is made the book will stand as
the best text-book presentation so far pub-
lished in this country, of the complex and diffi-
cult field of industry and commerce, from the
geographic viewpoint. The book can be used
with advantage as a text in college classes,
where the teachier, if a geographer, may easily
accentuate to hiis taste the purely geographic
elements involved.

J. PAUL GOODE
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

THE COMMITTEE ON GENERAL SCIENCE
OF THE NATTIONAL EDUCATION

ASSOCIATION

TIlE returns which have come in thus far
indicate that the schools should give informa-
tion from the whole field of science-not
neglecting astronomy. The public needs un-

mnistakably require a new organization of sci-
ence instruction according to projects. The
problems of life are not differentiated after
the manner of specialized science. Pupils
in both elementary and high schools are in a
much more primitive state of mind in regard
to all scienice than our school programs would
indicate. Many are apparently blind and deaf
to nature's most evident teachings. They are
in the depths of superstition about common
things even while surcharged with academic
formulas regarding things scientific. Our
secondary schools persist in articulating with
that which is above thern rather than with the
elementary school. Few persons appear to
know that they have the answers to most of
their questions readily accessible in diction-
aries, encyclopedias and readable books. Ap-
parently we have deprecated the teaching of
science from books too long and too success-
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